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The analysis of the operating experience is done through a series of periodic reports from which safety
indexes are determined to measure the safety level of the plant and monitor tendencies. Among the most
advanced regulators there is now a clear tendency to use the probabilistic tools. A risk monitor, another
application of the probabilistic approach, has been introduced in some plants to have a quantitative measure
of the safety level of the plant. Likewise, any incident or failure of importance is considered as a precursor,
the potential consequences of which are analysed by assuming other failures in the so called event and
failure trees. This type of analyses serve very well the purposes of reducing unnecessary regulatory burdens.

There are many points of contact and areas in which necessarily the regulated interact with the regulator, but
in all cases the independence of the decisions taken by the last must clearly be maintained. Such interactions
are contemplated in drafting regulations, verifying compliance and in any enforcement action. The question
is to know how much, and in which direction, deregulation and competitiveness influence the established
limit. The tendency may exist in the plant owner/operator to inform less and with reduced detail to the
regulatory organisation so as to easy conditions, reduce inspections or to avoid fines and other penalties.
This, of course, will be a non-recommended practice. On the other side, the plant owner/operator is entitled
to request objectivity and justice in the decisions taken by the regulatory organisation. A type of dialogical
ethics or ethics of communication should exists to facilitate the transfer of information from the licensee to
the regulator; likewise, the ethical principles of objectivity, independence and justice should guide the
decisions of the regulator.

Deregulation and competitiveness may invite the plant owner/operator to be less helpful to the inspector and
the inspection teams, as a mean to cover reduced maintenance, poorer operating procedures, less strict
testing or to hide safety problems of special relevance. This attitude, of course, is not recommended, apart
from being against the regulation. Likewise, the plant owner/operator may also be tented to provide less
information in the established periodic reports, with the intention of presenting a more optimistic view of the
performance and the status of the plant. As previously, this is not recommendable. In the other hand, the
plant owner/operator is entitled to require from the regulator the necessary objectivity and independence of
judgement.

Again, deregulation and competitiveness do not have any influence in the formal enforcement process. Any
plant owner/operMor will do everything possible to avoid any fine or any other administrative penalty and it
has certainly the right to defend itself in all phases of the process. At the same time, on the part of the
regulators, there is the moral obligation of developing sound and complete procedures for enforcement
assuring objectivity, independence of judgement and penalties commensurate with the importance and
significance of the fault to be judged.
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Ontario Power Generation (OPG) is one of the largest suppliers of electricity in North America. In our
generation mix we currently operate five nuclear stations accounting for nearly 50% of our total
electricity production. We have also launched a major improvement program to make our nuclear stations
top world performers. Part of that improvement program includes the return to service of four units at our
Pickering A nuclear generating station. This will add 2000 MW of low cost energy to our existing nuclear
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capability of 9000 MW. The return to service is dependent upon several factors, not the least of which is
community acceptance of the project.

By 1997 the relationship between our company and the community near our Pickering nuclear generating
station had deteriorated significantly. Starting in mid-1997 Nuclear Public Affairs developed and
implemented a number of initiatives to regain the confidence and support of the community. We
established some key relationships, found ways of countering our anti-nuclear critics, introduced a
managed approach to our communications, learned from our successes and from our failures, and tried
several approaches to reach out to the community.

When the decision was made in 1999 to seek approval for the return to service of Pickering A our efforts
increased. We worked with our external consultants doing the public consultation for an environmental
assessment and doubled our own efforts in the community. We have seen a remarkable change in the
community as a result of our efforts. Our willingness to reach out and to try new methods has paid off.
We continue to work on one of our key business priorities - building and maintaining trusting
relationships with our site communities.
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On 28 November 2000, the European Commission adopted a Green Paper on a strategy for the security of
energy supply. A consultation and debate will follow and interested parties have the right to submit
comments relating to issues within the document. When the debate is brought to a close, a White Paper
will be issued by the European Commission, which will then be sent to the European Parliament and
Council. The White Paper will represent an official proposal reflecting all changes to the Green Paper
already issued. The European Parliament will then adopt an opinion on the White Paper, which will then
be communicated to the European Commission who in turn will adopt a draft directive or legislation. It
will again be submitted to the European Parliament and Council for approval.

Let us make no mistake. What might appear as a cumbersome process far from the grassroots
preoccupations, will in fact affect all European citizens in the end. So in this democratic consultation, it is
crucial that policies be established in an informed, educated manner. It is therefore the duty of the
industry to communicate in a transparent fashion about its benefits and drawbacks so that in the end, the
best decisions will be based on facts and not on fear.

Background
The launch of the Green Paper marks the opening of a major debate on the future of energy in Europe.
Such a debate on a European-wide level has not taken place in over 20 years. In addition, the initiative of
Commissioner de Palacio comes at a time when Europe now has an integrated energy market. The
objective is that Europe achieves much greater security of energy supply. The premise of this Green
Paper is that Europe needs a balanced energy mix, one that includes nuclear energy. The Green Paper
asks numerous questions and is a basis for beginning a public debate on the geopolitical, economic and
environmental stakes involved in securing the European Union's energy supply. "Confronted with both
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